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a b s t r a c t
Process Aware Information Systems manage processes within organisations on the basis of business process models. These models can be created either from scratch or by reusing exiting reference process
models.
Particular types of reference models are conﬁgurable process models that are created by merging
multiple models into a single one that can be customized to the needs of the business experts. Using
those models presents two main challenges: their creation and their conﬁguration.
In this paper, we focus on the ﬁrst challenge and propose a novel algorithm for merging process models into a conﬁgurable process model. The difference in our work is the pre-annotated process models
with their business capabilities that report on what actions each process element achieves. Our algorithm generates conﬁgurable models that are also annotated with their capabilities that can be used to
face the second challenge of these models: the conﬁguration phase.
We tested our algorithm using real-world process models to evaluate the required creation time and
resulting compression rate after merging the input models. The results show that the models can be created in few milliseconds and achieving a compression rate of 50%. We further carried out interviews with
domain experts to assess the usefulness and the level of maturity of this work. The results show the importance of the automation of process merging using a tool support that we proposed. However, further
adaptation efforts are required to integrate this work in the working environments of the interviewed
experts.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Reference process models describe proven practices for a speciﬁc
industry. They are often aligned with emerging industry-speciﬁc
and cross-industry standards [1,2]. One of the scenarios of use of
reference process modelling is the reference process model customization [3]. It begins with a reference process model that provides conﬁguration facilities. This model can be conﬁgured to speciﬁc needs of an enterprise e.g., by reﬁning business rules or enabling/disabling some activities. Such reference models are called
conﬁgurable business process models [4]. It is a reference model
that can be tailored by end-users in order to meet their requirements and satisfy their business needs [4]. The management of
such models, brings various challenges for their creation and conﬁguration.
The basis of a conﬁgurable business process model is the integration of multiple behaviours of business processes into a single model. These behaviours are captured in various business pro∗
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cess models that are called business process variants [4]. Conﬁgurable process models are constructed either via mining techniques [5,6] or the manual or automated merging/aggregation
of several variants of a process model [4,7–10]. Manual creation
of conﬁgurable process models is tedious, time-consuming and
error-prone task. It requires the identiﬁcation of common process
parts, merging them and explicitly representing differences between models in terms of conﬁguration options. The literature provides several approaches to overcome this challenge [5,9,11], the
main issue with such approaches is that the resulting conﬁgurable
models capture their conﬁguration options in terms of model restrictions that are diﬃcult to manipulate by end-users during the
conﬁguration phase.
The conﬁguration of these reference models consists of enabling/disabling several branches of the model through manipulating conﬁguration options [12]. This phase is diﬃcult and requires
advanced modelling skills for identifying and selecting the conﬁguration options. Furthermore, the users cannot determine the impact (i.e., what functionality are they enabling or disabling from
the conﬁgurable model) of each conﬁguration decision they take
unless they manually trace each branch of the conﬁgurable node
and determine the functionality resulting from each of them. This
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can be resolved by creating an explicit link between the model
conﬁgurations and the domain requirements and lifting the conﬁguration phase from manipulating model restrictions to domain requirements. La Rosa [12] proposed to model domain requirements
as a set of questions with answers explicitly linked to conﬁguration
options. In this case, the conﬁguration phase consists on answering
these domain related questions. Even though this solution helps in
guiding the conﬁguration, it requires a lot of manual work for creating these questions and linking them to the model restrictions.
The contribution of this paper is an algorithm that allows merging a pair of business capability-annotated process variants given
as input and delivers a business capability-annotated conﬁgurable
process model. Several methods have been proposed to merge
business process variants [7–10], however, their main weakness resides in the fact that they do not consider tasks capabilities for
matching business process tasks. They rely exclusively on the task
labels for this operation. In contrast to existing proposals, this paper uses capabilities for matching similar tasks in different models.
The resulting conﬁgurable model is also annotated with capabilities which facilitates the conﬁguration and individualization steps
[4,12,13].
In order to carry out a quantitative evaluation of the merging
algorithm proposed in this paper, two main metrics are considered: time required for merging business process models and the
compression rate gained after the merging operation. These two
metrics have been used by La Rosa et al. [9] for evaluating their
business process merging algorithm.
•

•

Time: for organisations, time is important and should not be
spent on manual creation of conﬁgurable models. La Rosa et al.
[9] mentioned that it took a team of ﬁve analysts and 130 manhour to merge manually 25% of an end-to-end process model.
Therefore, an automation support for merging business process
variants is needed to help saving time and money.
Compression rate: the compression of a repository of business
process variants into a single conﬁgurable model has multiple beneﬁts: guaranteeing consistency between business process models, avoiding business process clones [14], etc.

This paper evaluates also the proposed algorithm with respect
to a set of requirements that the have been used previously in the
literature:
1. [Behaviour Subsumption] The merged model should allow for
the behaviour of all the original models. Traditionally, the
merging operation is manually made by business analysts
which comes with the risk that some aspects of the original
models are accidentally neglected [7]. With automation support
for merging process variants, this risk can be minimized considerably.
2. [Traceability] Each element of the merged process model should
be easily traced back to its original model [9,10]. A business
analyst needs to understand what the process variants share,
what are their differences, etc. This can be made possible if
they can trace back to the variant from which an element originates.
3. [Deriving Original Models] Business analysts should be able to
derive the input models from the merged process model [9,10].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 further describes the concept of conﬁgurable business process models and introduces the formal deﬁnition of
a capability-annotated conﬁgurable business process model.
Section 3 introduces a running example that will be used in
the rest of the paper. Section 4 presents the merging algorithm.
Section 5 reports on the implementation and validation of the
algorithm. Section 6 analyzes the related work and Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses future research directions.

Fig. 1. Snippet of the business capability meta-model.

2. Basic concepts
2.1. Business capability
An important concept used in this paper is the Business Capability. It has been deﬁned in the literature from various perspectives:
•

•

•

•

From an organizational and resource perspective: Organisational Capability: the ability of organizations to eﬃciently use
their resources (i.e, human capital, knowledge, available data,
etc.) to generate value and achieve their objectives [15,16].
From a control ﬂow perspective: Planning Capability : the way
organizations achieve their goals by capturing explicitly process
tasks and their temporal and logical order [17].
From a service perspective: IT Capability: the effect of a service
in terms of data generated or change of the world [18] that are
explicitly represented in terms of Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions
and Effects (IOPE for short).
From a functional perspective: Business Capability: the action
performed by a service, computer program, etc. that creates a
value for the customers [19].

In this paper, we consider the business capability from a functional perspective. We argue that this concept is highly required
for describing what is being achieved by enterprise services, business processes and tasks. As depicted in Fig. 1, we propose to
model a business capability as an action category enriched by (zero
or many) functional or non-functional properties. These properties
reﬁne the given capability by giving more details about aspects of
interest of the corresponding action.
More formally, in the proposed model, capabilities are deﬁned
as a Category and a set of property entries (see Deﬁnition 1). A
property entry is a couple (property, value) where property is a
domain-speciﬁc functional feature or a domain-independent nonfunctional property and value is the value or the possible values
that a property can have. Both property and value refer to ontological terms.
Deﬁnition 1 (Business Capability). A couple
gory,Properties) is a business capability, where:
•

•

Cap

=

(Cate-

Category: This concept is similar to [19] that deﬁnes, in a natural language, what is the action being described. Different to
[19], we consider the category as a concept from a domain related ontology that comes form a shared agreement on its semantics. A category is a speciﬁc property that is present in all
business capability descriptions via the property achieves (see
Fig. 1).
Properties: Represents a set of pairs (Property, Value) that correspond to the set of features of the business capability.
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Details about the capability modeling approach that we are
adopting in this paper can be found in prior contributions [20,21].
2.2. Capability annotated process model
In the area of business process modelling various efforts, either
from industry or academia, have been put towards proposing modelling languages such as Event-driven Process Chains (EPC), Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN), and Uniﬁed Modelling
Language Activity Diagram (UML AD). This paper aims to abstract
from any of these notations to model business processes without
any ties to existing business process modelling languages. The advantage of this abstraction is to make its contributions easily applicable to other modelling languages. Actually, a business process
model is presented as a directed graph and formally described in
Deﬁnition 2.
Deﬁnition 2 (Capability Annotated Process Graph). A Capability Annotated Process Graph is a directed graph G =<
N, C, A, T , Cap, Cond >, where N is a set of work nodes including InitialNode, FinalNode and IntermediateNode that are both event
and activity nodes; C is a set of graph connectors: i.e., ANDsplit,
ANDjoin, ORsplit, ORjoin, XORsplit, and XORjoin and A is a set of
directed arcs for interconnecting all the graph nodes. T is a type
function, it associates with each node its respective type (i.e., a
string to indicate: activity, event, XorSplit, etc.). Cap is an annotation function that associates with each activity node n a tuple
Cap(n) = (ActionCategory (n), Properties(n)). Cond is an annotation
function that associated with each event node n a condition c (i.e.,
Cond(n)=c).
For a Capability Annotated Process Graph G, its set of work
nodes is denoted NG . Each work node n in NG has a type depending on the modelling language being considered. For example, in
BPMN and EPC there are two types of nodes: Events and Functions. In NG there are two particular nodes: InitialNode and FinalNode for marking the beginning and the end of the process. These
nodes have dedicated graphical representations in BPMN speciﬁcation [22] while in EPC these are regular events without incoming
arcs for the InitialNode and without outgoing arcs for the FinalNode.
Connectors, also known as routing nodes, of a Process Graph
are denoted CG . Each c in CG can be either a split or join connector. Split connectors have a single input arc and multiple output
arcs while join connectors have multiple input arcs and a single
output arc. A split connector indicates that (i) the ﬂow of activities continues into multiple parallel branches (i.e., in case of an
ANDSplit), (ii) a choice has to be made towards one possible active
branch (i.e, in case of a XORSplit) or (iii) multiple branches can be
activated (i.e, in case of an ORplit) after this node. A join connector indicates that the process has to wait until (i) all the branches
(i.e., in case of an ANDJoin), (ii) exactly one branch (i.e, in case of
a XORJoin) or (iii) multiple branches (i.e, in case of an ORJoin) are
activated before this node.
Each of the nodes of an Annotated Process Graph are interconnected with directed arcs denoted AG . These arcs deﬁne either
causal or temporal relations between these nodes. Syntactic restrictions on possible arcs between nodes can be imposed based
on the modelling language. For example, in EPC, arcs cannot exist
between two functions or events.
In order to get the capability of an annotated process graph,
the function CapG is used. It associates for each activity node (e.g.,
function node in EPC) its capability (see Deﬁnition 1).
2.3. Capability annotated conﬁgurable process model
This paper uses EPC notation for illustrating basic processes and
C-EPCs [4,23] for conﬁgurable processes. C-EPC stands for Conﬁg-
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urable EPC. It is an extended version of EPC where some connectors can be marked as conﬁgurable. A conﬁgurable connector can
be conﬁgured by reducing its incoming branches (in the case of a
join) or its outgoing branches (in the case of a split) [10]. The result
will be a regular connector with a reduced number of incoming or
outgoing branches. Functions and events can also be conﬁgured by
adjusting their labels. Additionally, functions can be set to enabled,
skipped or conditionally skipped. This paper adds another conﬁguration dimension to function nodes based on their capabilities. The
capability of a function can be adjusted by adding, removing or
changing any of its properties with respect to the capability domain ontology.
Recall, this paper’s contribution is a merging algorithm that
takes as input a set of capability-annotated process models and
generates a capability-annotated conﬁgurable process model. Input models are formally presented as directed graphs that were
formally described in Deﬁnition 2 [Capability-Annotated Process
Graph]. On top of this deﬁnition, Deﬁnition 3 formally describes
a capability-annotated conﬁgurable process graph that is used to
formally describe the output of the proposed merging algorithm.
Deﬁnition 3 (Capability-Annotated Conﬁgurable Process Graph). A
Capability-Annotated Conﬁgurable Process Graph is a directed graph
G= < N, C, A, T, Cap, CN, CC, Tag > , where N, C, A, T and Cap are as
speciﬁed in Deﬁnition 2: N is a set of work nodes that are both
event and activity nodes; C is a set of graph connectors: i.e., ANDsplit, ANDjoin, ORsplit, ORjoin, XORsplit, and XORjoin; A is a set of
directed arcs for interconnecting all the graph nodes; T is a type
function, it associates with each node its respective type (i.e., a
string to indicate: activity, event, XorSplit, etc.); and Cap is an annotation function that associates with each activity node n a tuple
Cap(n) = (ActionCategory (n), Properties(n)).
CN ⊆ N is the set of conﬁgurable nodes. CC ⊆ C is the set of
conﬁgurable connectors. Tag is a tagging function that associates
for each item in N, C and A the identiﬁer of the model it originated
from.
The tagging function Tag is used in order to be able to trace
back the origin of each item of the conﬁgurable process graph (see
Requirement Traceability). La Rosa et al. [9] use traceability also as
a requirement during the creation of conﬁgurable process models.
Knowing the origin of each item helps end-users, during the conﬁguration phase, to know in what context (i.e., original model) a
particular function/event has been used.
3. Running example
The running example depicted in Fig. 2 presents two business
process variants that follow the EPC notation1 . These process models are taken from SAP Workﬂow Scenarios in Travel Management
[26], they describe two travel request approval processes: automatically [24] (see Fig. 2a that is referred as SAP_TR_A) and manually
[25] (see Fig. 2b that is referred as SAP_TR_M). These models involve four functions: “Create Travel Request”, “CHK Request Automatically”, “CHK Request by Manager” and “Send Notiﬁcation”.
•

•

“Create Travel Request” consists of ﬁlling a form with the details of the travel request. This function appears in SAP_TR_A
and SAP_TR_M and in both variants it is triggered with the same
start event (i.e., “Begin”).
“CHK Request Automatically” is an automated process for approving a travel request with respect to the requested budget
for the travel. This function appears only in SAP_TR_A. It is triggered by the event “Travel Request Created”.

1
Please note that, for presentation purposes, identiﬁers for arcs and connectors
are added which is not part of the original EPC notation.
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Fig. 2. Two business process variants from SAP Workﬂow Scenarios intravel management [26].

•

•

“CHK Request by Manager” asks the manager to decide about
the travel request, it is triggered when the “Approval by Manager” is required. In SAP_TR_A the manager can either approve
or reject the travel request, this results into two respective
events: “TR Approved by Manager” or “TR Rejected by Manager”.
In SAP_TR_M the manager can also ask for more clariﬁcations
or make changes to the travel request and this is shown via the
event “TR Requires Changes”.
“Send Notiﬁcation” consists of sending a notiﬁcation to the requester. This function appears in SAP_TR_A and SAP_TR_M and
in both variants it terminates the business process.

More formally, and with respect to Deﬁnition 2 introduced in
Section 2.2 both business process models are deﬁned as follows:
•

•

SAP_TR_A = < NSAP_T R_A , CSAP_T R_A , ASAP_T R_A , CapSAP_T R_A >,
where NSAP_T R_A , CSAP_T R_A and CapSAP_T R_A are shown in Table 1
and ASAP_T R_A = {#1.n / n ∈ [0, 16]} as shown in Fig. 2a (e.g., #1.1
= (Begin,Create Travel Request) and #1.4 = (CHK Request Automatically, C1.1)).
SAP_TR_M = < NSAP_T R_M , CSAP_T R_M , ASAP_T R_M , CapSAP_T R_M >,
where NSAP_T R_M , CSAP_T R_M and CapSAP_T R_A are shown in Table 2
and ASAP_T R_M = {#2.n / n ∈ [0, 12]} as shown in Fig. 2b (e.g.,
#2.1 = (Begin,Create Travel Request) and #2.4 = (CHK Request
by Manager, C2.1)).

It is important to note that the original models [26] were
incomplete and not well structured. They have been manually
adapted to ensure that there are no deadlocks, dead-end paths,
incomplete terminations, etc [27]. Additionally these models were
not annotated with any capability, the capabilities of each function
item have been manually created using the capability meta-model
introduced in Deﬁnition 1.
4. Merging capability-annotated process models: The merging
algorithm
This section presents a novel algorithm for creating conﬁgurable
process models by merging pairs of process variants. The input of

this algorithm is a pair of conﬁgurable process models and the output is a conﬁgurable process model. If the input models are not conﬁgurable, it starts by transforming them into conﬁgurable models
that mainly assures that the models’ items are annotated with the
identiﬁer of the model they originate from in order to fulﬁll the
traceability requirement [Traceability] (see Section 1).
The assumptions for this algorithm are as follows:
1. For both input models, every function item is annotated with
its capability (see Deﬁnition 1).
2. Both models are annotated with concepts from the same ontologies (i.e., same actions ontology and same capability domain ontology) and use the same language. In the absence of
this requirement, an alignment of the ontologies used [28] or a
cross-lingual comparison of business terms [29] is required.
3. Both models are well structured: there are no deadlocks, deadend paths, incomplete terminations, etc [27].
The Merging algorithm can be split into three steps:
1. Merging both processes’ items: ﬁrst, match and merge each event
and function item of a ﬁrst model with its corresponding item
of the second model. This is followed by integrating the rest
of the models’ items (i.e., connectors and arcs) into the resulting model without any matching step. This step is detailed in
Section 4.1.
2. Post-processing the merged process graph: the previous step provides a process graph that does not respect the modelling languages syntactic rules. The object of this step is to detect modelling problems and correct the resulting model. This step is detailed in Section 4.2.
3. Reduction of the conﬁgurable process graph: when resolving syntactic problems, the Merging algorithm will create additional
routing nodes that generate several connector chains. This step
aims to reduce connector chains for a more compact conﬁgurable process graph. Details are discussed in Section 4.3.
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Table 1
Listing of the nodes of SAP_TR_A with their types and business capabilities.
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Table 2
Listing of the nodes of SAP_TR_M with their types and business capabilities.

Node: n

Type: T(n)

Business capability: Cap(n)

Node

Type

Capability

Begin
Create
Travel
Request

InitialNode
Function

Not applicable
:CreateTravelRequest_Cap_A
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves
bt:FillTravelRequestForm ;
bt:name xsd:String ;
bt:destination dbo:City ;
bt:departureDate xsd:Date ;
bt:returnDate xsd:Date ;
bt:budget xsd:Double ;
bt:purposeOfTravel xsd:String .

Begin
Create
Travel
Request

InitialNode
Function

Not applicable
:CreateTravelRequest_Cap_M
cmm:achieves
bt:FillTravelRequestForm ;
bt:name xsd:String ;
bt:destination dbo:City ;
bt:departureDate xsd:Date ;
bt:returnDate xsd:Date ;
bt:budget xsd:Double ;
bt:purposeOfTravel xsd:String .

Event

Not applicable

Function

:CHKRequestByManager_Cap_M
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves
bt:CheckTravelRequestByManager ;
bt:decision bt:accept, bt:reject, bt:adjust.

Event

Not applicable

Event

Not applicable

Travel
Request
Created
CHK Request
Automatically

Request
Approved
Automatically
Approval
by Manager
CHK Request
by Manager

Event

Not applicable

Function

:CHKRequestAutomatically_Cap_A
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves
bt:CheckTravelRequestAutomatically ;
bt:budgetLimit xsd:Double .

Event

Not applicable

Event

Not applicable

Function

Event

:CHKRequestByManager_Cap_A
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves
bt:CheckTravelRequestByManager ;
bt:decision bt:accept, bt:reject.
Not applicable

TR Approved
by Manager
TR Rejected
by Manager
Send Notiﬁcation

Event

Not applicable

Function

End
C1.1
C1.2
C1.3
C1.4

FinalNode
XORSplit
XORJoin
XORSplit
XORJoin

:SendNotiﬁcation_Cap_A
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves bt:SendNotiﬁcation ;
bt:notiﬁcationMessage xsd:String .
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
not applicable
not applicable

4.1. Merging processes’ items
The Merging algorithm requires as input two conﬁgurable process graphs. If the input models are not conﬁgurable, they need to
be transformed to be compliant with Deﬁnition 3. Given the process graphs depicted in Fig. 2, this step needs to transform them
into Conﬁgurable Process Graphs as per Deﬁnition 3. This is a trivial operation because for both models CN = ∅, CC = ∅ and CO = ∅.
The function Tag simply consists of tagging of each item in both
models with their respective model’s identiﬁer. Both models become conﬁgurable models with single variants and without any
conﬁgurable nodes.

4.1.1. Merging events
The following step of the Merging algorithm consists of matching each event and function from both input models. The object of
this operation is to identify similar events and functions in order
to merge them into a single node. A straight forward solution to
this step can be carried out by imposing the use of common labels
for events and functions in all variants. This is a valid assumption
when all process variants are created within the same modelling
environment with a well deﬁned organizational taxonomy that deﬁnes a controlled vocabulary to design processes using the concepts of information entity, business process, organizational unit,
actor, business schedule and business goal [30].

Approval
Required
by Manager
CHK Request
by Manager

Request
Approved
by Manager
Request
Rejected
by Manager
Request
Requires
Changes
Send Notiﬁcation

Event

Not applicable

Function

End
C2.1
C2.2

FinalNode
XORSplit
XORJoin

:SendNotiﬁcation_Cap_M
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves bt:SendNotiﬁcation ;
bt:notiﬁcationMessage xsd:String ;
bt:meansOfCommunication vcard:Email .
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

In the absence of an agreement on a common taxonomy in
process design, modelers may loosely agree on some terminology
represented in a large corpus of text used within their business
environment. Such corpus can be used to construct distributional
models of meaning to generate semantic similarity and relatedness between the used terms. Semantic similarity between terms is
based on the co-occurrence of terms in similar contexts in the corpus [31]. Two of the most powerful distributional semantic models
are the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [32] and the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [31]. In both approaches, a large corpus of
text documents is indexed to extract statistical properties about
terms. Wikipedia is a good example of corpus initially used by
ESA. Upon such indices, a semantic similarity/relatedness measure
is operated. In such context, Freitas et al. [33] proposed an approximate query processing approach for databases based on distributional semantics and validated it within a natural query scenario
over graph databases. This paper adopts the same approach and
uses ESA-based over a domain independent corpus (Wikipedia) for
matching events using their labels.
Table 3, shows the scores of matching events from GSAP_T R_A to
GSAP_T R_M . Each cell represents the score that is computed as follows: the similarity between two event labels El1 and El2 is the
average of the similarities between each air of words (W1 , W2 )
such that W1 ∈ EL1 and W2 ∈ EL2 . For example, the matching score between “Approval by Manager” and “Approval Required by Manager” is 0.347. This score is computed after removing the stop-word “by” and computing the similarity between six possible pairs of words from these labels (e.g., Similarity(“Approval”, “Approval”) = 1, Similarity(“Approval”, “Required”)
= 0.042, Similarity(“Approval”,“Manager”)=0.005)2 . Note that for
2

Please note that scores are computed after stemming.
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Table 3
ESA-based matching scores matrix for events from the running example of the two process models for organizing a trip (see Fig. 2).
Events from SAP_TR_M
Begin

Approval
required
by manager

Request
approved
by manager

Request
requires
changes

Request
rejected

End

Events from
SAP_TR_A
Begin
Travel Request created
Request approved automatically
Approval by manager
TR Approved by manager
TR Rejected by manager
End

1
0.010
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.046

0.016
0.015
0.126
0.347
0.347
0.181
0.007

0.005
0.121
0.232
0.340
0.340
0.179
0.006

0.021
0.179
0.186
0.026
0.028
0.018
0.005

0.003
0.174
0.183
0.018
0.018
0.259
0.004

0.046
0.005
0.003
0.008
0.008
0.010
1

Fig. 3. Matching events and functions from both model variants.

each line in Table 3, the two highest matching scores for each
pair of event labels are highlighted. If for a line the score is 1,
this means that the labels are identical, then obviously they merge
together without further veriﬁcations, otherwise, the user can be
asked to select the most appropriate label ordered with the highest score.
The matching score is used mainly for helping the user to select the best matching between events. Even though the matching score has been used to fully automate the merging of events
in prior research [9,10], we prefer giving the user the possibility to
take the ﬁnal decision. Indeed, in some cases, one can ﬁnd a better
matching of events according the score while the actual matching
is different (see the matching score of “TR Approved by Manager”
and “Approval Required by Manager” in Table 3). It is also possible to ﬁnd high matching scores while there is no actual correct
matching (see the matching score of “Request Approved Automatically” and “Request Approved by Manager” in Table 3).
After choosing the best matching between pairs of events, each
pair of events is merged into a single one with the most appropriate label that the user can select. For traceability purposes, it is
possible keep both labels in the merged event with additional tagging of the origin of each of them. However, this work keeps only
one of the labels.

Fig. 3 highlights the matching of events of the input models
proposed in the running example in Fig. 2. Each event from the
ﬁrst model share the same colour with its corresponding event
from the second model. Events kept in white do not have any corresponding event in the other model.
4.1.2. Merging functions
A primary assumption of the proposed algorithm imposes that
both input models are annotated with their capabilities. This
makes the matching of function items simpler than event items.
Indeed, similar functions in essence achieve the same action and
consequently should have the same action category of their capabilities. The matching of function items is simply done via comparing their action categories. However, the resulting merged function item should consider all differences between the capabilities
from original models. Consequently, the merging of function items
is a two-step operation that ﬁrst identiﬁes the corresponding items
(see Fig. 2 as example) then the second generates their merged capability.
For determining the resulting merged capability, the algorithm
covers all possible cases:
•

Both function items have the same capability: the resulting
merged capability remain as it is (see Fig. 4a).
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Fig. 4. Merging functions and creating conﬁgurable capabilities.

•

•

Both capabilities share the same property but with different
values: the resulting merged capability is a Conﬁgurable Capability with a property that has a Conﬁgurable Value (see Fig. 4b).
In all cases the conﬁgurable value is an Enumeration of both options originating from input capabilities.
One of the capabilities has one additional property: the merged
capability is a Conﬁgurable Capability that has a Conﬁgurable
Property: i.e., the additional property (see Fig. 4c).

4.1.3. Merged process graph
Note that the previous matching steps relate only to events and
functions. Connectors from the ﬁrst model can also be matched to
connectors from the second one as it has been proposed by La Rosa
et al. [9,10]. The matching operation is done via a context similar-

ity score by considering the connector neighbourhood (i.e., incoming and outgoing nodes). This operation is not necessary and adds
more complexity to the matching operation when connector chains
appear in the model (i.e., various consecutive connectors).
The following step consists of creating the integrated conﬁgurable process graph denoted CG= < NCG , CCG , ACG , TCG , CapCG , CNCG ,
CCCG , COCG , TagCG > (see Deﬁnition 3). Let G1= < NG1 , CG1 , AG1 ,
TG1 , CapG1 , CNG1 , CCG1 , COG1 , TagG1 > and G2= < NG2 , CG2 , AG2 , TG2 ,
CapG2 , CNG2 , CCG2 , COG2 , TagG2 > be two input conﬁgurable process
graphs, the resulting CG is constructed as follows:
•

NCG = NG1 ∪ NG2 : the set of nodes of the conﬁgurable graph
is the union of nodes of both input models. The matching operator for merging events is based on the events’ labels, while
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4.2. Post-processing the merged process graph
The resulting CG needs some post-processing in order to be
well structured and respect the set of requirements imposed by
the modelling notation (EPC in this case) [34]. After the merging
operation two requirements are violated. These requirements are
1. for each n ∈ NCG : |•n| ≤ 1. This requirement means that each
event/function item must have at most one input.
2. for each n ∈ NCG : |n•| ≤ 1. This requirement means that each
event/function item must have at most one output.
To ensure that each event/function item has a single entry,
Algorithm 1 operates as follows: if a work node has more than
Algorithm 1: Single entry: Ensuring that each work node has
a single entry.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Fig. 5. Merging items from both model variants.

14
15

•

•

•

•

•

•

the matching of functions is based on capabilities as explained
previously in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
CCG = CG1 ∪ CG2 : the set of connectors of the conﬁgurable
graph is the union of connectors of both input models without
any merging. If two connectors from both input models share
the same identiﬁer, then one of them is changed in order to
make sure that routing information is preserved.
ACG = AG1 ∪ AG2 : the set of arcs of the conﬁgurable graph is
the union of arcs from both models while considering updating sources and destinations of arcs with respect to the uniﬁed
events, functions or updated identiﬁers of connectors.
TCG and CapCG are two functions that report on the type of the
node and the capabilities of the function items, respectively.
CNCG = CNG1 ∪ CNG2 ∪ CNG12 : contains the list of function
items that have conﬁgurable capabilities either originally deﬁned in input models (i.e, CNG1 ∪ CNG2 ) or resulting from the
merging of function items (i.e, CNG12 ) (see Section 4.1.2).
CCCG = CCG1 ∪ CCG2 : contains the list of all conﬁgurable connectors from the original models. In the running example, there
are no conﬁgurable connectors, consequently at this stage, CCCG
= {}.
The tagging function TagCG will assign for each element of the
graph the identiﬁers of the model they originated from (e.g.,
id(G1) and id(G2)).

Fig. 5 illustrates the resulting conﬁgurable process model after the merging operation. Only the tags on the arcs are shown in
this Figure. One can easily notice that this model is not well structured: there are (1) duplicate arcs (e.g., from “Begin” and “Create
Travel Request”), and (2) events/function nodes with multiple incoming/outgoing arcs. A post-processing step is required to resolve
these issues.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Input: Graph G: A graph that represents a conﬁgurable
process graph.
begin
foreach n in NG do
T ags ← {};
if | • n| > 1 then
CreateNewCXOR(CXOR);
CXOR.T ype ← XOR join;
foreach a ∈ AG do
if a.Destination == n then
a.Dest inat ion ← n;
T ags.add (a.T ag);
end
end
CXOR.T ag ← T ags;
CG .add (CXOR );
CCG .add (CXOR );
CreateNewArc(Arc);
Arc.Source ← CXOR;
Arc.Dest inat ion ← n;
Arc.T ag ← T ags;
AG .add (Arc );
end
end
end

one input, it creates a conﬁgurable connector (XOR-Join) that becomes the new destination of all input edges of that work node
(i.e., lines 7 to 12). Finally, it creates a new edge from the new
conﬁgurable connector to the work node that previously had more
than one entry (i.e., lines 16 to 20).
Fig. 6a and c illustrate how this transformation is done. The left
hand side of Fig. 6a depicts two input arcs for the event “Approval
by Manager” which has been changed in the right hand side of this
ﬁgure by inserting a conﬁgurable XOR connector and an arc from
this connector to “Approval by manager” that is tagged with all tags
of original arcs (i.e., “‘A,M”).
A similar algorithm operates to ensure that each event/function
item has a single exit. Fig. 6b and 6d illustrate how this transformation is done. The left hand side of Fig. 6b depicts two output arcs for the event “TR Rejected by Manager” which has been
changed in the right hand side of this ﬁgure by inserting a conﬁgurable XOR connector and an arc from “TR Rejected by Manager” to
this connector that is tagged with all the tags of the original arcs
(i.e., “‘A.M”).
At this level, the merged process model is completely constructed and Fig. 7 depicts the resulting model. However, during this post-processing step, several conﬁgurable connectors have
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Fig. 6. Introducing conﬁgurable connectors to make work nodes with a single entry and a single exit.

4.3. Reduction of the conﬁgurable process graph
This section presents two rules that help reduce connector
chains. These rules (inspired from the work of La Rosa et al. [9])
should reduce the process graph while preserving its behaviour.
Reducing a process graph consists of deleting some routing nodes
which are not mandatory. These reduction rules are: (i) Merging
consecutive split/join connectors and (ii) Removing trivial connectors.

Fig. 7. Correct conﬁgurable model after post-processing step.

been inserted. This may lead to the appearance of several connector chains that make the model more complex to read. The following section shows how to reduce these connector chains in order
to obtain a reduced conﬁgurable process model.

4.3.1. Merge consecutive split/join connectors
Algorithm 2 identiﬁes and merges consecutive split/ join connectors into a single connector. It starts by parsing all the arcs of
CG. If the source and the destination of an arc are two connectors
of the same type (i.e., join or split) (i.e., line 2), then the algorithm
fetches all the adjacent connectors having that type in order to create a set of connectors that have to be reduced (i.e., lines 5 to 7).
The reduction of this set of connectors is made by creating a new
conﬁgurable connector that replaces them. If one of the connectors that needs to be reduced is either an AND or an OR (i.e., line
11), then the new connector must be a conﬁgurable OR keeps a
trace back to the original operator with the identiﬁer of the process where it originates from (i.e., line 14) otherwise it is a conﬁgurable XOR (i.e., line 9). Then, the algorithm continues to parse the
remaining arcs to detect input/output edges of the current connectors in order to link them to the new connector (i.e., lines 18 to
23). Line 25 of Algorithm 2 allows merging arcs having the same
source and destination.
In Fig. 8a (as it appears in this use case), connectors CG1, C1.3,
and C2.1 are three consecutive split connectors which are merged
into CG in Fig. 8b. In Fig. 8b there are two arcs from CG to CG2
with tags “A” and “M” which respectively originate from (Fig. 8a)
the arc from CG1 to C1.3 and the arc from CG1 to C2.1. These two
arcs are merged into a single one with the tag “A,M” in Fig. 8c.
4.3.2. Remove trivial connectors
A trivial connector is a connector that has only one input and
one output arc. It does not provide any useful routing information.
Thus, it can be removed without altering the process behaviour.
In the running example, Fig. 8c depicts two trivial connectors (i.e.,
CG2 and CG3) that can to be removed. Fig. 9b depicts the resulting
optimal conﬁgurable process model of the running example of this
paper.
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Fig. 8. Reducing a process graph by merging consecutive split connectors.

Fig. 9. Resulting conﬁgurable models after post-processing and reduction steps.

5. Tool support and evaluation

5.2. The need for a tool support

5.1. Overview

To further motivate the need to design an automated tool to
merge process models, we carried out a user testing evaluation for
manually merging three pairs of process models. Users involved in
this evaluation are postgraduate students from information technology and business background that have been lightly trained in
process modeling concepts.

To motivate the need of having a tool support, in Section 5.2,
we carried out an experiment with users that have been asked
to manually merge three pairs of process models. Users ﬁnd the
manual merging very diﬃcult without a tool support. As proof of
concept, the proposed algorithm has been implemented as an extension of EPCTools [35], Section 5.3 reports on this extension. This
tool has been used, in Section 5.4, to carry out further evaluations
for measuring the compression rate gained by using this tool for
merging a set of business process models and assess the required
execution time. Furthermore, interviews with domain experts have
been carried out in order to have a feedback on this contributions
from practitioners in Section 5.5.

5.2.1. Methodology
The objective of this experiment is to show the complexity
of the manual merging of process models and show how lightly
trained users ﬁnds the task diﬃcult and can make very obvious
mistakes even with simple process models. To do so, we proceeded
as follows:
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Fig. 10. Extended version of EPCTools that supports the creation of capability-annotated conﬁgurable business process models.

•

Algorithm 2: Merge consecutive connectors.

1
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26

Input: Graph G: A graph that represents a conﬁgurable
process model.
begin
foreach (Src1, P ID1, Dest1 ) in EG /{Src1, Dest1} ⊂ RNG and
(λ(Src1 ) = λ(Dest1 )) do
T oBeReduced ← {Src1, Dest1};
foreach (Src2, P ID2, Dest2 ) ∈ EG /Src2 or
Dest2 ∈ T oBeReduced and
(λ(Src2 ) = λ(Dest2 ) = λ(Src1 )) do
T oBeReduced ← {Src2, Dest2};
end
CreateNewConnector(Conﬁgurable-Connector);
Operator = “XOR”;
foreach Connector ∈ ToBeReduced do
if τ (Connector ) = (PID,“AND”) or τ (Connector ) =
(PID,“OR”) then
Operator = “OR”;
end
τ (Con f igurable − Connector ) ← τ (Connector );
end
τ (C on f igurableC onnector ) ← {(id (G ), Operator )};
η (C on f igurableC onnector ) ← true;
foreach (Src, P ID, Dest ) ∈ EG /Src or Dest ∈ T oBeReduced
do
EG ← EG \ (Src, P ID, Dest );
if Dest ∈ ToBeReduced and Src ∈
/ ToBeReduced then
EG ← (Src, P ID, C on f igurableC onnector );
end
end
end
MergeEdgesW ithSameSource&Dest inat ion(G );
end

•

•

•

•

20 users have been invited to take part of this experiment.
Users have been lightly trained to the modeling of process
models using EPC as a modeling language.
10 of these users know the overall objective of this work and
are more familiar with the proposed approach.
Each user has been given three pairs of process models (see
Section 5.2.2) that they have to merge.
We asked the users to measure the time they needed to merge
the model.
Feedback from the users were collected and discussed in
Section 5.2.3.

5.2.2. Process models used
We created three pairs of process models that users needed to
merge manually (see Table 4). Each of the pairs has a different

Fig. 11. A conﬁgurable process model for organizing a trip created by merging two
simple variants.
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Table 4
Details of the pairs of process models used in the manual merging user testing.
Pair

Size of the
ﬁrst model

Size of the
second model

Domain

P1

4 events;
3 functions;
0 connectors

3 events;
2 functions;
0 connectors

Booking a travel request

P2

7 events;
4 functions;
4 connectors

6 events;
3 functions;
2 connectors

Approval of travel request

P3

12 events;
8 functions;
10 connectors

10 events;
7 functions;
8 connectors

Generic process
(using letters for labels
of events and functions)

Table 5
Observations from the user tests.

of models where the order of two functions is reversed from one
model to the other.
In this particular case, one of the possible solutions is create multiple connectors resulting in various connector chains. This
made the model complicated to create as mentioned by one of the
users ”even if you get really good at this, there is a high possibility of
what is called “Human Error” like the third example”.
At this stage, all the users agree that a tool support is needed.
Few tests for merging the same models with a proposed tool support described in Section 5.3 were carried out showing a high level
of appreciation by most of the users. The tests showed that the
merging was done in few seconds, a more detailed time evaluation
is reported in Section 5.4.
5.3. Tool support

Pair

Time required
to merge the models

Percentage of
correct results (%)

General comment

P1

3 to 6 mn

100

P2

6 to 17 mn

40

P1

14 to 30 mn

0

The models are
easy to merge
Using new
connectors is
confusing
The models are
diﬃcult to merge

level of diﬃculty. The ﬁrst pair is easy to merge; we used a process of booking a travel request as users are familiar with; each
of the models uses a sequence ﬂow of events and functions (see
Fig. 11). The second pair is a little more diﬃcult to merge; we used
a process of approval of travel requests as users are familiar with
too; this is the pair used as the running example of the paper (see
Fig. 2 in Section 3). The third pair is diﬃcult to merge; this pair has
been adapted from customs clearance procedures [36], we replace
the labels by letters as users are not familiar with the domain of
customs clearance. All the models are well structured and have a
single starting event and single end event.
5.2.3. User testing results
As shown in Table 5, merging the ﬁrst pair of models was quick
and without modeling errors. Each of the models represents only a
sequence of functions and events. Consequently, the merging was
straightforward to all the users that needed to introduce a pair of
connectors (the variation points) to include a choice between two
possible paths in the merged model. All users agreed that this pair
is very simple to merge and with some practice, they can improve
the time required to merge them. Given that the task was completed without errors in less than 6 min, a tool support at this
stage was not necessary.
The merging of the second pair of models took almost twice the
time required for merging the ﬁrst pair with only 40% of correct
results. The problem that most users encountered was the use of
consecutive connectors. One of the users said ”I was not conﬁdent
about what I was doing, so I propose two versions of this model” that
both were unfortunately wrong.
At this stage, none of the users mentioned the need for a tool
support, however, they mention that a more advanced training was
required. For example, one of the users mentioned that ”this is not
as easy as it looks, but I think one can get better and faster after
going through some training”.
The merging of the third pair of the models was the most challenging exercise of all the participants. The actual time required
for proposing a solution was between 22 and 30 min. The user
that ﬁnished at 14 min proposed an incomplete model mentioning that he got confused with functions that were used at different locations in both models. Indeed, we deliberatively used a pair

The presented business process merging algorithm has been
implemented as an extension of EPCTools [35]. EPCTools is an open
source initiative toward a tool for Event Driven Process Chains
(EPCs) that supports the tool independent EPC interchange format
EPML [37] implemented as an Eclipse Plug-in.
As shown in Fig. 10, after opening one of the two process models, the user has to click on the “Merging models” button (see 1
in Fig. 10), then a new dialog window is open, the user selects
the second process model and clicks on ok, in this step the new
conﬁgurable process is created. The user can optionally decide to
apply the reduction step by selecting the “Reduce” button (see 2
in Fig. 10).
These very simple instructions together with an initial introduction to EPC modeling language were given to a group of 20 users
with the objective to get their feedback on how easy their merging
operation is.
The evaluation was centered only on the instructions given after
a short demo. No further evaluations regarding the user interface
and how the user interacts with this tool have been carried out.
The user experience evaluation might be inﬂuenced by the modelling environment and is not relevant in the context of the contribution of this paper.
All of the users completed the merging of the pairs of the models used in Section 5.2.2 in few seconds and in the worst case it
took less than 2 min due to some technical issues with Eclipse.
Furthermore, the tool has been used for merging business process models for other types of evaluations such as the compression
rate and carrying out interviews with domain experts that are reported in the following sections.
5.4. Compression rate and time evaluation
5.4.1. Methodology
The objective of the compression rate evaluation is to highlight
the beneﬁt of merging business process variants into a single conﬁgurable business process model by avoiding duplicate process elements in process repositories. Furthermore, as for organisations
time is important and should not be spent on manual creation of
conﬁgurable models, this evaluation shows how quick the merging
algorithm delivers conﬁgurable process models.
The evaluation of compression rate and execution time has
been carried out as follows:
1. A test collection of real-world business process models have
been manually created.
2. Each of the input models have been quantiﬁed in terms of
number of process elements (i.e., events, functions and connectors).
3. Using the tool support, we have created conﬁgurable process
models from the input models.
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Table 6
Results of merging registration processes of Dutch municipalities.
Process
Number

Input size
(Number of Nodes)

P1
P2
P3
P4

190
347
507
355

(29+56+52+29+24)
(63+84+73+57+70)
(76+127+127+114+63)
(56+111+91+67+30)

Output size
before reduction

Output size
after reduction

Execution
Time (ms)

131 (31%)
276 (20%)
298 (41%)
266 (25%)

71 (62%)
180 (48%)
214 (57%)
160 (54%)

302
453
721
482

4. Each resulting conﬁgurable process model has been quantiﬁed
in terms of number of process elements.
5. Measuring the compression rate by comparing the sizes of the
input models and the output conﬁgurable model.
6. Measuring the execution time of the merging process.
Please note that the execution of the merging steps has not
been interrupted with any manual task. In this regard the following actions have been taken:
•

•

•

•

Event matching has been based on exact matching of events (in
order to reduce manual input from the end-user).
All function items are annotated with the same capability ontology. For this evaluation, each function is annotated only with
its action category (i.e., there are no related properties).
All the model variants are merged at once (instead of merging
each pair one by one manually).
The reduction step has been carried out automatically after
merging (no manual decision regarding the reduction step).

5.4.2. Test collection
We have manually created a test collection for evaluating the
proposed merging algorithm. The process variants that we used in
the experiment are those used by Gottschalk in his thesis [13].
They were subject of a case study [38] in which techniques for
managing conﬁgurable process models were extensively tested in
a real-world scenario. We have also used this test collection for
evaluating an earlier version of this work [11]. The process models used in this case study are four processes out of the ﬁve most
executed registration processes in the civil affairs department of
Dutch municipalities [13]:
•

•

•

•

P1: Acknowledging an unborn child: This process is executed
when a man wants to register that he is the father of an unborn child in case he is not married to his pregnant partner.
P2: Registering a newborn: This process describes the steps for
registering a newborn and get his birth certiﬁcate.
P3: Marriage: This process describes all the steps required before getting married in a Dutch municipality.
P4: Decease: This process describes the steps required by relatives to bury the deceased and get a death certiﬁcate.

The process variants considered in this evaluation are initially
available in Protos3 . Each process has ﬁve process variants. Consequently, a total of 5 × 4 = 20 process models were considered
in this work (similar to the case study [38]). We have manually
translated these models into EPC and used the extended version of
EPCTools (see Section 5) for merging them in order to create conﬁgurable process models for each process.
5.4.3. Observations
During the merging steps, two metrics were observed: process
models sizes (before, and after the merging) and the execution
time of the merging steps. These metrics are shown in Table 6.
Table 6 shows the size of the input and output models (size
in terms of number of EPC nodes). Column one states the four
3

Protos is part of Pallas Athena’s BPM toolset BPM|one.

processes considered here (P1: Acknowledging an unborn child,
P2: Registering a newborn, P3: Marriage and P4: IDecease). Column two shows the size of the input models, entries of this column present the sum of the number of nodes of each variant
as it is mentioned between parenthesis. Columns three and four
show the size of the output models before and after the reduction step of the proposed algorithm which represent the size of
the constructed conﬁgurable process model. The percentage value
between parenthesis shows the compression rate gained from the
creation of the conﬁgurable process models. Column ﬁve shows the
execution time in milliseconds needed for merging the input process models.
5.4.4. Discussion
The reduction approach can gain around 50% in terms of space
for storing several process variants. Besides this space gain, we can
see that in a few milliseconds a set of ﬁve process variants can be
automatically merged which would take much longer for a business analyst to perform the task manually.
The compression rates are considerably higher after the reduction step. This step removes only connectors that are created for
ensuring that events and functions have a single input and single
output (see Section 4.2). In fact, generated connector chains can be
reduced into a single connector without losing any routing information as per the reduction step discussed earlier in Section 4.3.
In general, compression rates are high because most of the process models share various process elements. Indeed, all the used
variants, are from various Dutch municipalities that are initially
deﬁned from a high level reference model [38]. Depending on the
population and the available resources of each municipality, few
process tasks are either skipped or replaced by other ones. This
keeps most of the process functions sequentially aligned. Consequently, the merged model observe a big number of common functions and events.
The difference in results compared to our previous version of
this work [11] is perceived only in the execution time (i.e., the
compression rate is the same). In the earlier version of this work,
we did not consider capabilities of functions, we simply considered exact matching of their labels. The parsing of annotations and
the identiﬁcation of matching function items adds an estimation of
200 ms for the time required to create each conﬁgurable model.
5.5. Interviews with domain experts
5.5.1. Introduction
In this part of the evaluation, we carried out a series of semistructured interviews with the ﬁve domain experts that have
strong background and are currently active in business process
management activities. Their proﬁles include two information systems architects, one project manager, one IT engineer and one consultant and training expert. We target these four types of stakeholders as each of them has his own perspective and usage of business process models.
The objective of this evaluation is to assess the usefulness of
the proposed merging algorithm for designing conﬁgurable process models integrating business capabilities of process activities.
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In this evaluation, a design science methodology was followed
[39] together with formal guidelines for conducting and reporting
case study research [40].
The interviews were done after explanation of the objectives
of this work and details about conﬁguration-based modelling and
business capability foundations. The main targeted outcome of
these interviews is to identify if these experts see that the business
capability-driven conﬁguration of process models is useful and can
be adopted in their working environment.
5.5.2. Participants
This is a high level description of the proﬁles of the ﬁve participants that were recruited for this semi-structured interview. These
ﬁve experts were from different levels of expertise in the area of
service computing and information systems design and development. The age group of these participant is 30–50 years old and
their professional background includes a minimum of 5 years experience and are currently active in their ﬁeld. Their proﬁles include:
•

•

•

•

two system architects: working as designers of information systems for clients of a multinational company.
one project manager: leading teams of developers of information systems for the management of seaports in different countries.
and one IT engineer: working as developer in start-up offering
automated post services.
one information system consultant and training expert: working as a consultant and trainer in the area of business process
management.

5.5.3. Approach
The approach used for this evaluation follows the case study
research process proposed by Runeson and Höst [40]:
•

•

•

•

Case study design: the objective of the evaluation is to assess
the usefulness of the proposed merging algorithm for designing conﬁgurable process models integrating business capabilities. Interviews run individually using online conferencing tool.
Each interview took about 1 h for each participant.
Preparation for data collection: The discussions were semistructured to give the participants the freedom to give additional comments and get as much feedback as possible from
them. The structure of the interviews was as follows4 :
1. 5 min discussion about the proﬁle of the participant and his
knowledge about reference process modelling and particularly conﬁguration-based business process modelling.
2. 15 min presentation of the business capability-driven design
and conﬁguration of conﬁgurable business process models.
3. 5 min for manually merging a pairs of small business process models. The models used are the two variants of the
process of organising a trip depicted in Fig. 11.
4. 10 min for manually merging a pairs of larger business process models. The models used are the two variants of the
process of importation from the customs clearance procedures as this was their domain of expertise.
5. 10 min demo and interaction with the tool support.
6. 15 min discussion about the contribution of this paper.
Analysis of collected data: A post interview analysis of the collected feedback is reported in Section 5.5.4.
Reporting: A discussion of the resulting feedback is summarised
in Section 5.5.5 and shared among the participants.

4
Please note that the durations used here are approximative. Some of the interviews run for few minutes more or less for each section.

5.5.4. Results
Key results from these interviews are as follows:
5.5.4.1. General comments on the experience of the experts in using
reference process modeling approaches.
•

•

•

All of the experts except the IT engineer (P4) are aware of reference process modelling in general and conﬁguration-based
modelling in particular.
“Of course we are familiar with reference process modelling. A lot
of our missions consist of conﬁguring our system to clients needs.”
(P5)
Most of the conﬁguration tools they used were focused on IT
conﬁgurations, as stated by P1, P3 and P5.
The only non-IT related conﬁguration option that P5 encountered was the role assignment for tasks. For example, a particular task can be achieved by project managers and can be
conﬁgured to other roles such as budget holder, director, etc.

5.5.4.2. Feedback on the business process merging approach.
•

•

The manual creation of pairs of small process models by all the
experts was quick for small models and done within the 5 min
slot given for this task
The manual creation of pairs of larger process models was not
complete within the 10 min slots given for this task.

5.5.4.3. Feedback on the use of the business capabilities in conﬁgurable process models.
•

The use of a single business capability ontology to annotate
business process variants was pointed as weak point of this research by P5. Using multiple ontologies is more likely a common practice for these experts.

5.5.4.4. Feedback on the use of the tool support.
•

•

•

Using the tool support to merge the models that they have
manually created was highly accepted.
Fully automated merging is not always useful (P2 and P3), it is
better to consider human intervention to validate some merging decisions.
“The tool is useful for guaranteeing a rapid merging of models.
However, it is good to give the user the possibility to take some
of the merging decisions.” (P3)
Manual changes of the resulting conﬁgurable model are also
pointed as needed by P2, P3 and P4.

5.5.5. Discussion
Most of the current solutions that these experts use are
conﬁguration-driven but not from a business capability perspective. Conﬁgurations consist of setting the communication protocols,
the form ﬁelds that need to be available in the process tasks, the
monitoring indicators, etc. This conﬁrms the fact that current information systems are mainly focused on the IT engineering part
of business processes and not targeting other aspects such as the
business capability. The consultant and training expert (P5) ﬁnds
that this is a major issue with customers that adopt for the ﬁrst
time their information system. For this reason an extensive training period is required in order to make business experts more familiar with the vocabulary used by the solution provided. These
solutions are not ﬂexible enough to integrate changes that customers want. It is the customer that has to adapt his work to the
solution rather than the other way round.
All the interviewed experts positively perceive the usefulness of
the conﬁguration modelling approach in order to design business
process models, however, they see that the major problem is how
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to create these models and make them easy to manage by endusers. After showing the proposed solutions of this paper, the experts agree that this is one possible solution but remains limited
in terms of using business capability-annotations using a unique
ontology. This work can be further extended to include multiple
ontologies for annotating business process models.
The automatic merging was a valuable addition from these experts point of view. Some of them (P1, P2 and P5) had to create
manual merging of business process models in other context and
they recognise that manual creation is time consuming and does
not necessarily guarantee a correct result. Those that did not experience this in their working environment (P3 and P4) also adhere
to this point of view after trying the manual merge of the large
models during the interview.
Testing the tool reveals that it is simple to use but very EPC
focused. Applying the same approach to other languages can be a
good addition.
The experts pointed the need to have human interventions during the merging operation. Validating the merging of functions or
events for some cases might need the expert’s decision. Even after
the completion of the merging process, some manual changes can
be required for more ﬂexible and tailored conﬁgurable model. Indeed, the creation of conﬁgurable process models is not exclusively
done by merging process variants, other techniques such as mining
process logs can be used [5,6]. It is important to point that the resulting conﬁgurable model after merging the process variants can
be tailored to include other conﬁguration options and execution
paths. A future direction to look at, in the context of this research,
is a hybrid solution that uses both process merging techniques together with process mining for the design of conﬁgurable process
models.
The major challenge for business capability-driven conﬁguration
modelling to join industry is the fact that current industrial solutions are mature enough and hard to replace. Current solutions
have been built over years of analysis, engineering and research
that are proven to be effective. Replacing these solutions has never
been taken as a serious option. However, features such as those
proposed in our research (i.e., process annotations with capabilities and conﬁguration of processes using their business capabilities) can be seen as additional options to the current systems but
a lot of adaptation work is required.

6. Comparative analysis with related approaches
6.1. Units of analysis
This evaluation aims to compare the merging algorithm proposed in this chapter with other related business process merging
approaches. As units of Analysis, we are using the requirements
introduced in Section 1 . The following is a recall of these requirements:
1. [Behaviour Subsumption] The merged model should allow for
the behavior of all the original models [7].
2. [Traceability] Each element of the merged process model should
be easily traced back to its original model [9,10].
3. [Deriving Original Models] Business analysts should be able to
derive the input models (as well as new ones) from the merged
process model [9,10].
The comparative analysis carried out in this Section focused
exclusively on business process modelling approaches. Other contributions for merging multiple perspectives of process models
[41] or merging database schemas [42] and Object and Class Diagrams [43] are not considered in this analysis.
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6.2. Related approaches
6.2.1. Process Merging for Version Control
In a collaborative business process modelling environment,
multiple stakeholders can be involved in the design of business
process models. Starting from a common version of a certain
model, different users can adapt it to meet their needs resulting
into multiple versions of the same model. At some point, when
each of the stakeholders wants to commit his version to a common
repository, each of the new versions needs to be merged in order
to generate a new common version of a certain model. This is the
research context that motivates the work carried out by Gerth and
Luckey [44]. In their previous works [8,45–47], the authors propose
a formalism to detect equivalent business process models based
on the detection of equivalent fragments contained in these models. The objective it to detect and resolve version conﬂicts during
the merging of process variants. Authors here refer to their existing tool support for model merging in IBM WebSphere Business
Modeler [8]. The merge procedure deﬁned is not intended to be
fully automated, it is rather developed for reducing the number of
false-positive differences and conﬂicts in models management. The
resulting model is obtained after selecting a set of change operations and applying them on the current model. This new model is
called the merged model that becomes the new common version
of the process model.
6.2.2. Critique
Authors did not give attention to the ﬁrst requirement of behaviour subsumption. Indeed, the resulting model can exclude the
behaviours of input models in the resulting model after a stakeholder validation. Given the motivation of this work, i.e., consolidating multiple process version into a single common reference
model, this approach does not satisfy neither the second requirement of keeping track on the origin of the element of the reference
model nor the third requirement of deriving input models from the
merged one.
6.2.3. Merging Event Driven Process Chains
Gottschalk et al. [7] deﬁne an approach exclusively intended for
merging models following the EPC notation. This approach consists ﬁrst of transforming EPCs into a so called abstraction of EPCs,
namely function graphs. The second step is the combination of
these function graphs by means of set union operations. Finally,
they transform back the combined function graph into an EPC. The
object in their approach is not to create a conﬁgurable EPC, there
are no conﬁgurable connectors introduced which would allow for
extracting one of the original models.
6.2.4. Critique
Gottschalk et al. [7] use behaviour preserving set union operations over function graphs in order to satisfy the ﬁrst requirement
of behaviours subsumption. However, this approach does not allow
for the second (i.e., Traceability) nor the third (i.e., Deriving Original Models) requirement. Indeed, the generated merged models do
not allow to trace back where an element of the model originates
from. Furthermore, they do not provide any possibility to conﬁgure
the obtained model in order to derive one of the input models.
6.2.5. Merging Process Graphs to create Conﬁgurable Models
La Rosa et al. [9,10] propose a technique that satisﬁes the
three requirements. Their technique starts by computing a similarity measure between nodes of pairs of process models. Then,
given a mapping between different elements of the original models, they propose a merge operator that computes the Maximum
Common Regions (MCR) and then links elements of the second
models, which are not in the MCR, to the MCR of the ﬁrst model.
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Table 7
Comparative analysis of business process merging approaches.
Approach

Behavoussupsumption

Traceability

Deriving original models

Process Merging for Version Control [8,44–47]

(−) The merged model does
not necessarily include the
behaviours of all input
models.
(+) The combination of
function graphs does not
alter the bahaviour on input
models.
(+) The fusion of maximum
common regions and applied
reduction operations are
behaviour preserving.
(+) All the operations of the
merging algorithm are are
behaviour preserving.

(−) The output model allows to
roll back to the immediate
previous version of the
model and not to other ones.
(−) The is not traceability to
any of the input models.

(−) The output model is not
conﬁgurable.

(+) The process arcs are tagged
with input models identiﬁers.

(+) The generated model is
conﬁgurable and allows to
generate either original or
new models.
(+) The generated model is
conﬁgurable and allows to
generate either original or
new models.

Merging Event Driven Process Chains [7]

Merging Process Graphs to create Conﬁgurable Models [9,10]

Our Merging Algorithm

Similar to the approach presented, they use arc annotations to allow for tracking the origin of an element.
6.2.6. Critique
In this work, the mapping between function items exclusively
relies on their labels using approximate semantic matching between them, while our presented approach considers capabilities
and domain ontologies. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has a
complexity of O(|N|3 ) for merging only one pair of process models
[9] where |N| is the number of nodes of the largest model. However, our merging algorithm has a reduced complexity of O(|N∗ P|2 ),
where |N| represents the number of nodes of the largest model
and |P| represents the number of properties of the largest capability that is much less than the size of an average process model.
6.2.7. Summary
A summary of the discussed approaches is show in Table 7. The
ﬁrst three lines of this table list the details of previously reviewed
approaches while the last line concerns our proposed Merging Algorithm. The proposed Merging Algorithm satisﬁes the three prementioned requirements as follows:
1. [Behaviour Subsumption] : all the operations of the merging algorithm do not remove any work node (i.e., events and function items). Furthermore, the order between these work nodes
is preserved along the merging steps. The only removal is carried out during the reduction step when removing trivial connectors. Trivial connectors do not introduce any routing information and consequently they can be removed without altering
the behaviour of the model.
2. [Traceability] : the initial step of the algorithm starts by tagging
each element of the input process models with the identiﬁer
of their corresponding model. This is maintained via the function Tag that returns the identiﬁer of the model where an item
originates from.
3. [Deriving Original Models] : the main target of the merging
model is to provide models that can be tailored for generating
either input model or new ones. The concept of conﬁgurable
models fulﬁls this requirement and more precisely via the use
of conﬁgurable connectors and function items. A possible way
to assist users in deriving one of the input models is to keep
from the merged model only items tagged with the original
model that the user wants to extract.
6.3. Discussion
From these related approaches, we can distinguish other units
of analysis that help further compare these approaches and distinguish our contribution:

•

•

•

(+) All the process elements
are tagged with input models
identiﬁers.

(−) The output model is not
conﬁgurable.

Target modelling language: all of the reviewed approaches including the proposed merging algorithm of this paper except
[7] make use of abstraction into business process graphs so that
minor changes can be applied to the proposed approaches to be
applicable on other modelling languages.
Matching of process elements: Gerth et al. [8,44–47] focus on
matching change operations using exact matching of labels of
model elements. Gottschalk et al. [7] relies on exact matching
of process elements. Only La Rosa et al. [9,10] and our proposed
merging algorithm use approximate semantic matching of labels of process elements. Furthermore, the proposed merging
algorithm uses ontologies and capabilities for matching functions of process models.
Complexity: it is only discussed by La Rosa et al. [9], they mention that their algorithm has a complexity of O(|N|3 ) for merging only one pair of process models where |N| is the number of
nodes of the largest model.

The proposed Merging algorithm in this paper is linear depending on the size of the largest input business process graph. The ﬁrst
step of the algorithm consists of transforming both input models
into two conﬁgurable models is a simple revisit to all the models’
nodes and thus has the complexity of O(|N|) where |N| represents
the number of work nodes of the largest input model. Without
using the semantic similarity between event nodes, their merging starts by matching from both models the corresponding events
which is bound to the number of nodes and thus has the complexity of O(|N|2 ). With respect to matching and merging function items, the matching operation is similar to the events matching and consequently has the complexity of O(|N|2 ); the merging
step involves the merging of their corresponding capabilities that
is bound to the number of properties p a capability can have which
corresponds to the complexity of O(|P|2 ) where P is the maximum
number of properties of a given capability. Consequently the complexity of the function items matching and merging is O(|N∗ P|2 ).
The merging of arcs is bound to the number of arcs of the largest
model which also corresponds to the number of nodes of the
model and thus the complexity is O(|N|). The post-processing steps
has the complexity O(|N|) as it is a simple loop over the nodes
of the merged model while the reduction step has the complexity
O(|N|2 ) as at each node, all neighbour are visited.
In the worst-case, the complexity of our merging algorithm is
O(|N∗ P|2 ), where |N| represents the number of nodes of the largest
model and |P| represents the number of properties of the largest
capability used in the input models. This is the complexity of the
matching and merging of functions that dominates the complexity
of the other steps.
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7. Conclusion
This paper discussed the idea of early integration of business capabilities in process models in order to be used for
creating capability-annotated conﬁgurable process models. The
paper proposes an algorithm that takes as input a set of
capability-annotated process models and outputs the corresponding capability-annotated conﬁgurable model. The resulting model
should subsume the behaviour of the input models and allows to
derive either these input models or other new ones. This feature
is fulﬁlled by the concept of conﬁgurable model that has been extended in this paper with conﬁgurable capabilities. The resulting
capabilities can be used at a later step for driving the conﬁguration of such models.
The proposed algorithm has been evaluated using real world
business process variants that have been manually created and annotated. Two main dimensions were considered for the evaluation:
time and compression rate. These two metrics were used by previous researchers to evaluate similar contributions. Furthermore, we
carried out semi-structured interviews to assess the usefulness of
the proposed merging algorithm for designing conﬁgurable process
models integrating business capabilities. Results show that the approach is promising but further research is needed to reach a certain level of maturity to facilitate the adoption of this work in enterprise settings.
The use of capabilities in the conﬁguration of reference process
models as discussed in this paper is intended towards the design
of conﬁgurable models that capture variation options in terms of
capabilities properties. Future work in the conﬁguration phase is
needed and ideas of explorations are as follow:
•

•

The conﬁguration-based modelling introduces two steps in the
modeling phase of business process management: (1) design of
conﬁgurable models and (2) conﬁguration and individualisation.
The work in this paper contributes to the ﬁrst step, while the
second step has not been tackled. Future works should include
(1) formally deﬁning of the conﬁguration and individualisation
phase, (2) identifying the conﬁguration dependencies in order
to direct the user to a starting conﬁguration point and take
subsequent conﬁguration decisions, (3) controlling the conﬁguration steps to ensure correct results, (4) enhancing the user
experience during the conﬁguration, (5) recommending possible conﬁgurations via process mining techniques, etc.
The main assumption of this paper is the integration of business capabilities in process models using a well structured
model. The model can be further extended to model other aspects of the information systems: roles, resources, costs, etc.
These aspects can also be used for driving the conﬁguration of
business processes and identify the impact of conﬁguration decision when for example changing roles, substituting available
resources, changing a certain supplier, etc.
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